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1- The god of the thunder was named:
1. Tiu

2. Woden

3. Thor

4. Frigga

3. Italian god

4. the chief god

3. healthy

4. healthier

2. up

3. out

4. -----

2. impressive

3. impressively

4. impressed

2- Saturday was the name of ……………..
1. Roman god

2. god of war

3- My grandmother looks………..than ever.
1. gentle

2. gently

4- We are completely wrapped….........in it.
1. at

5- His lecture was ………….
1. impressing

6- Being a successful manager is a ….......….of experience and hard work.
1. combination

2. tradition

3. attention

4. description

7- When we meet people in books whose problems are like our own, we find possible…...............….

to our problems.
1. distribution

2. pollution

3. solution

4. connection

8- Such a language could help promote understanding and better feeling among nations. The

underlined should mean:
1. reduce

2. increase

3. decrease

4. propose

9- Most of earthquakes take place beneath the surface of the sea.
1. occur

2. replace

3. release

4. expect

10- In almost every nation, elementary education is compulsory and free.
1. unnecessary

2. necessary

3. transitory

4. advisory

3. conclude

4. erupt

11- Some geysers soars in fountains over 100 feet high.
1. afford

2. require

12- The man wanted to learn how to repair television set.
1. Mend

2. involve

3. accuse

4. occupy

13- He also devised a special press to print from his movable type.
1. accrued
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2. invented

3. symbolized
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14- My mother has……….my perfume. I cannot find it.
1. misshaped

2. misled

3. misread

4. misplaced

3. accurately

4. recently

15- They neither eat nor sleep properly.
1. closely

2. definitely

16- Every culture has methods of obtaining food and shelter.
1. distributing

2. gaining

3. assigning

4. carving

3. exclaimed

4. exhaled

17- He ………….butter from his list.
1. excluded

2. exported

18- Many addicts …………..their health, work, family, and friends.
1. promote

2. maintain

3. neglect

4. handle

19- Families have moved into a variety of …………. business as well.
1. loose

2. estimated

3. oppressive

4. legitimate

20- For long years after, foreign invasion kept the nation …................poverished.
1. in

2. ir

3. im

4. un

21- He was…..size and couldn`t find a shirt which would fit him.
1. over

2. pre

3. Inner

4. re

22- We must escape from pressure, noise, and harassment.
1. comfort

2. tiredness

3. hardness

4. discomfort

3. recommended

4. pressed

3. recognized

4. relieved

23- Black workers are…………for the work they do.
1. underpaid

2. sophisticated

24- He ……………most of his habits after marriage.
1. refreshed

2. reformed

25- He expects them to be associated with a large and prosperous people.
1. powerful

2. populated

3. wealthy

4. abundant

26- Gases and steam, generated by the terrific heat in the interior of the earth, exert a tremendous

pressure upon its surface.
1. contained
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2. produced

3. pressed
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27- The house cat and its cousins make up a large …………family.
1. Cheetah

2. claws

3. ocelot

4. mammal

28- Government by one person with unlimited power is called………………..
1. Autocracy

2. phonology

3. democracy

4. multistory

3. sought

4. soaked

3. swirls

4. streams

3. bonfire

4. bowl

29- Many studies have………to explain problems.
1. proved

2. Selected

30- There are two types of …………….in the sea.
1. Drifts

2. currents

31- Another name for china is………………
1. Porcelain

2. saucer

32- In ancient societies, most women married and began raising children soon after reaching

……………..
1. Property

2. poverty

3. puberty

4. popularity

33- One kind of religious music seeks to create a state of mystery and ……………
1. Awe

2. harvest

3. distance

4. culture

34- As time went on more ornamentation was used and designs became more elaborate.
1. Rough

2. simple

3. complicated

4. evolved

35- Whales have no sense of smell, and most …………….have poor eye sight.
1. Toothed

2. species

3. senses

4. whales

36- Nature evidently never intended the back to be a support column.
1. Nearly

2. accidentally

3. originally

4. clearly

37- Some caterpillars sleep through all the long cold months, emerging at the beginning of spring.
1. Growing

2. gliding

3. appearing

4. removing

38- Canada`s vast Arctic region is extremely thinly populated.
1. Very
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2. a little

3. nearly
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39- The people live in modern houses than in tents or igloos. It means:
1. Big stone houses

2. army caps

3. simple Eskimo huts

4. apartments

40- The construction threatens to displace entire communities and perhaps further disrupt the

traditional Eskimo way of life.
1. distroy

2. disconnect

3. disappear

4. disorder

41- The fold of Iceland are the ………………of Norsemen as well as Irish and others.
1. huge bergs

2. descendants

3. inhabitants

4. fords

3. illness

4. component

42- The disease can attack any part of the body.
1. Organ

2. tissue

43- Followers of Islam, the Muslim region, also consider it a sacred place.
1. displaced

2. forgotten

3. hollow

4. holy

3. inherited

4. avoided

44- Many people invaded the region.
1. Inhabited

2. attacked

45- He stated that people try to repress any memories that they believed were not good.
1. cram

2. remember

3. react

4. push out

46- Such fish may be caught by using an (a)…………..bait made of cheese, meat.
1. dough

2. odorous

3. trout

4. hook

47- ……….often measure the water temperature at various depths to find fish.
1. anglers

2. species

3. thrives

4. companions

48- The sensible thing to do is to control your ………of carbohydrates instead of eliminating them

together.
1. Indulge

2. consume

3. intake

4. invoice

49- The man watched his wife as she put on her …………and left the house.
1. cloak

2. veil

3. halter

4. rib

50- The barber began to sharpen his razor and soon he had……….the man`s beard.
1. fixed up
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2. trimmed

3. flew into
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4. rolled up
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